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Why UMD

The EdTech graduate certificate program is designed for professionals, paraprofessionals, and others who wish to concentrate in educational computing and technology. Student projects are tailored to personal interests and emphasize practical application for use in school classroom settings.

Acquired Skills

- Make informed decisions regarding the selection of education technology in schools.
- Communicate about best practices in the use of educational technology for teaching and learning.
- Implement best practices in the use of educational technology for teaching and learning in the classroom.

Requirements

Applicants to this program must already have earned a bachelor's degree. In addition to the general application instructions provided by the Graduate School, visit the EdTech graduate certificate application instruction page for information specific to the program. See the course requirements link in the left sidebar for additional information.

This program also exists at the undergraduate level. If you are looking for the undergraduate EdTech certificate program, see instructions on the UMD One

Stop Certificate Programs page.
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